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CITYOF ALBANY

man
LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION

Municipal Court 333 Broadalbin Street
Wednesday March 3 2010

630 pm

MINUTES

Landmarks Commissioners Present

Landmarks Commissioners Absent

Staff present

Others present

CALL TO ORDER

Oscar Hult Linda Herd Erin Johnson Heidi Overman Dave
Pinyerd and Robyn van Rossmann

Roz Keeney

Planner 11 Anne Catlin Administrative Assistant I Sheena
Dickerman Urban Renewal Manager Kate Porsche

3 others present

Chair Oscar Hult called the meeting to order at 632 pm

APPROVAL OF February 3 2010 MINUTES

Motion Commissioner Pinyerd moved to approve the February 3 2010 minutes Commissioner Johnson
seconded Motion passed unanimously

PUBLIC HEARING HI 0I 10 206 4thAvenue SE

Chair Hult called the public hearing on Planning File HI 0I10 206 4th Avenue SE request to repair a
fire damaged house in the Hackleman district and replace the existing windows with vinyl windows

Chair Oscar Hult opened the public hearing at 633 pm

Declarations

Chair Hult and Commissioner van Rossmann had driven by

Commissioner Overman arrived at 634 pm

Staff Report

Planner Il Anne Catlin summarized the written staff report She noted that she had received one letter
Exhibit A which Chair Hult would read after the staff report

Catlin commented that the house originally was constructed in the 1870s as a Gothic Revival style but
had an extensive remodel in the 1940s The 1940s remodel made significant changes including asbestos
shake siding twoovertwo windows and arch entries to the porch and front entrance with a steeply
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pitched roof on Baker Street In 1995 the house had additional alterations to remove the steeply pitched
roofs over the lancet doors She noted that a couple ofmetal horizontal slider style windows were added
sometime after the 1995 remodel The lancet doors and the bay windows are the two features that remain
from 1878 Currently the house is more of the 1940s era

According to the Sanborn maps the house was converted into 5 apartments sometime before 1949 and is
currently being used as apartments A fire in late November 2009 damaged the east wing of the house
The fire started in the first east wing apartment which is completely damaged The owner would like to
repair the house and the apartments Several issues need to be addressed not just the window
replacement She referred to the motions page that includes the decision points

Catlin stated that the applicant proposes that the double hung windows twoovertwo be replaced with
single pane windows to bring back the Gothic Revival character of the house Other alterations include a
couple of doors replacing the asbestos siding and replacing the back porch On a site visit she had talked
to Orville Bontrager who wanted to use a Hardie siding that matched for spot replacement

Catlin stated that because the building was converted to apartments the Building Official BO Melanie
Adams was requiring that the bedroom windows meet current egress standards some of the windows will
need to be enlarged Fire damaged windows need to be replaced Based on a site visit she believes that
some of the windows could be repaired The windows are very important to the 1940s design She talked
with Smith Glass and confirmed that they could not get the twoovertwo style in vinyl Smith Glass was
positive that wood twoovertwo windows would be available She had recommended to the applicant to
contact Stayton Windows There was no bid to repair the windows

Catlin had done some research and found that there were not many twoover two horizontal windows in
the City Out of 1700 properties surveyed there are 12 houses within the districts and 5 outside the
districts with the twoover two horizontal windows She noted that all the houses with the same windows

have the same siding the two elements go together She recommends that vinyl windows are not an
adequate replacement because they do not match the style of the original windows The request to replace
the windows with vinyl does not meet the review criteria and should not be approved

Hult read the letter from Rich Catlin Exhibit A regarding the application

ApplicantsTestimony

Corey Bontrager 1437 NW Gibson Hill Road believes that this is an opportunity to bring the house back
to its original state He had submitted pictures of the windows with his application the pictures were
numbered 1 through 25 incorporated in the staff report The windows were all mixed matched and he
would like to make the windows uniform

Bontrager continued saying that the original siding looked like a cedar lap siding which the Hardie siding
appears to be a good substitute that has been used on other houses He asked what the LAC would prefer
for the siding

Hult asked if Bontrager wanted to restore the house to the 1870s condition or 1940s Bontrager asked if
the LAC wanted the asbestos siding to stay Hult explained that it was dependent upon if Bontrager was
restoring to the Cottage style or the Gothic style would determine the siding of the house

Bontrager commented that there was a lot of damage and his proposal was the Hardie siding because it
would be the closest to the original siding
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Catlin said she had asked Bontrager to consider whether or not to replace all of the siding

Bontrager said that he wanted to do the 1870s look of the lap siding He thought it would be the best
decision with new windows He said that only 5 out of 25 windows were twoovertwo windows
windows 10 13 14 15 and 18 Catlin replied that she has pictures of the house were windows 1 2
16 20 23 24 and 25 were also twoovertwo windows the widths were all the same except 1 which was
wider

Catlin stated that one problem with going back to the 1870s look was that the 1995 remodel removed the
steep gables over the Gothic style doors and modified the roof slope The windows from the 1870s would
have been four light windows over four light windows or twoovertwo windows in vertical style It
would be difficult to remodel the house in the 1870s style

Bontrager stated that this was the only historic home he bad out of all his properties This property has
been a challenge for him He stated that 90 percent of the windows did not work or were broken He
would like to take advantage of the fire damage to try and make the building look better Therefore he
was proposing to change all emphasis added of the windows to get rid of the aluminum ones and the
windows that did not open He stated that 18 out of the 26 windows were beyond repair A couple of the
windows did not have weights and were recently broken

Herd asked if the 1870s siding was salvageable Bontrager guessed that there would be too much damage

Pinyerd clarified with Bontrager that the original siding was likely drop siding rather than lap siding
He stated that it could not be reproduced in Hardie siding which is one concern the LAC has about taking
off all of the asbestos siding He suggested salvaging some of the siding off the back of the building for
the front Bontrager said that it was difficult to take the siding off Pinyerd said that the siding was
holding up well other than some cracks broken pieces and fire damage

Hult said that it sounded like Bontrager wanted to restore the building to its 1940s look Bontrager agreed

Bontrager said that the building was not insured well and there was very little money to do a huge job
His issue with doing the wood windows was the cost He received a bid from Smith Glass to set wood
windows but it was double the cost ofvinyl

Hult commented that the 1940s look was the least expensive option He asked for the quote that Catlin
had received from Stayton Windows for doing repairs Catlin replied that the quote was for another
building but the cost was 125 per sash and included insulating the glass She said it would be
approximately 300 per window opening She said there were 12 windows to be replaced that were
double hung The bay windows were in good condition but would need ropes and weights She said that
the glass could be replaced without having to pay for a new sash She noted that repair was time
consuming but was the inexpensive way to go if done themselves She stressed that the most important
thing was that the style of the window was retained

Hult said most of the damage is from exposure and lack of maintenance not from the fire

Other Testimonv None

Commission Discussion

Catlin stated that all the windows were numbered in the staff report She suggested that the LAC look at
each window individually and Bontrager could fill in any details
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Hult thought that window 3 could be replaced with a window similar to window 12 Catlin stated that
window 3 was being used as a bedroom when the fire occurred and the BO requires that the window
meets egress standards The BO had decided that any room that was a bedroom or was being used as a
bedroom should have an egress window Bontrager replied that window 3 was not a bedroom window
Catlin will see if the BO will reconsider 3 needing to meet egress If the window has to be an egress
window she recommends that it be a casement window otherwise it could be a small fixed window

Hult asked Bontrager if he would consider reducing the number of apartments in the building to make the
building nicer Bontrager wanted the revenue and the building had been 5 apartments He is making the
building nicer by taking advantage of this time to put up new sheet rock and fixing the building up

Hult commented that by reconfiguring the apartments and making them nicer Bontrager would be able to
charge more money and attract renters Catlin suggested that the two small apartments be combined one
of the kitchens could be removed kitchens and bathrooms are the most expensive to replace

Hult asked what the requirements were to meet egress Catlin replied that the minimum egress opening
was 57 square feet Windows 4 and 5 were tall but too narrow and miss the requirement by a square
foot She proposes that those windows go to 28 inches wide and each sash being 32 inches tall to keep the
proportion The calculations for the individual windows are found in the notes of the staff report There
are three windows that need to change size 4 5 and 23 and the possibly window 3 Hult concluded
that windows 4and 5 needed to be enlarged to meet egress and were currently one over one

Pinyerd stated that windows 1 and 2 should be twoovertwo horizontal muntin wood windows Hult
agreed Catlin noted the before pictures of windows 1 and 2 and also a picture into the doorway of the
first floor apartment that shows the twoovertwo window style

Catlin said that windows 2 10 914 18 24 25 and 26 were all the same size 30 inches wide by
54 inches tall and all were two overtwo windows

Bontrager said the window dealers bid on page 9 of the staff report to replace the windows showed that
it would cost more to do wood windows He estimates that it would cost 7000 to have the windows
replaced by Stayton Windows Catlin said it would cost less than that She said they charge 125 per sash
and 40 for the openings hardware She estimates that it would cost approximately 300 per window
Catlin said that the four single fixed windows and two other windows on the back that could be fixed
windows She said that the fixed windows would be about 125

Catlin said that windows 11 12 19 20 21 and 22 could be fixed windows Bontrager said that he
wanted to make all the windows the same He said that windows 21 and 22 needed to open as they
were bathroom windows

Hult said windows 6 7 8 and 9 in the bay window according to the pictures and the staff
recommendation were in repairable condition and should be repaired The others agreed

Catlin thought that window 10 was not damaged on the inside She noted that the top sashes on
windows 10 14 15 16 18 and 19 were in much better shape than the bottom sashes Hult said
that the staff report showed window 10 needing a new sill plate and glaze Catlin said that new sills were
needed throughout

Catlin said that windows 11 and 12 should be easy to fix once removed Pinyerd asked if the windows
were operable Bontrager affirmed Hult said that rather than replace a window he had personally repaired
windows some that had literally fell apart as he had taken them out of the house
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Bontrager said that it sounded as if the vinyl would not be approved He commented that it was more cost
effective for him to replace and the least cost effective to repair His proposal was to remove all
emphasis added the windows have them all be the same and energy efficient He did not want to have
one old window and one new window Hult shared that the high end apartments in downtown Albany
renting for1300 have restored old wooden windows in them

Herd stated that the LAC had to follow national guidelines that state if a window is repairable it must be
repaired

Catlin said that maintenance would have kept the windows in operable condition The windows are worth
saving The twoover two windows are important to the style and do not come in vinyl

Hult said window 12 appeared to be repairable Others agreed

Hult continued to window 13 It has a cracked sill and would have to be repaired or replaced Catlin said
that the top sash could be saved and the bottom sash could be repaired but that it might be cheaper to be
replaced with wood Hult asked if the muntin was in bad shape Bontrager commented that the window
was broken Pinyerd asked if it was missing the lowered light painted glass in the lower half Bontrager
said yes Hult stated that the top sash was salvageable and the bottom sash would need extensive repair or
replacement

Hult moved to window 14 Catlin noted that the top sash was in reasonable shape and the paint is failing
on the bottom rail Pinyerd said that it looked like the lower sash was one piece Hult said it looked like it
was repairable Catlin said it would need new weights or sash cord Herd relayed that the decision was
repair reglaze repair bottom and sill

Hult advanced to window 15 and noted there was water damage to the bottom sash Catlinsrecollection
was that the south windows were in worse condition than the west side She recommended that the LAC

appoint someone to go to the site with Bontrager

Bontrager stated that the LAC was not on the same page this was not his proposal He does not have the
money to do repair it would cost 12 to 15 thousand dollars and the windows were junk and needed to be
replaced Pinyerd said that it would cost approximately 300 per window Catlin said it may be cheaper
for him to get new wood windows if they matched Damage to the remaining windows is not due to the
fire it is because of how it was maintained Commissioner Johnson stated that based on the photos she
was having a difficult time judging what the condition of the windows Hult agreed

Catlin explained that the vinyl windows could not be approved because they cannot match the style
Johnson asked if Bontrager was open to doing the other fixes porch etc while the LAC helped him with
the windows Then the LAC could help him come up with a cost effective solution Bontrager said he was
eager to have the LAC make a decision time is money

Hult read the two points of the Secretary of Interior standards that the LAC has follow He stressed that
they shall emphasis added be repaired rather than replaced and should it be deteriorated beyond repair
then the new shall emphasis added match the old in design color texture and other visible qualities
The other point with regards to substitute material must approximate in placement profile size proportion
and general appearance the existing siding window or trim He stated that vinyl windows could not meet
the standard

Hult commented that there have been other burned gothic houses completely restored and beautiful
Bontrager said that he has seen vinyl windows other places Catlin replied that they were not approved
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Hult asked if meeting at Bontrager if he would be willing to meet at the property Bontrager affirmed

The LAC continued the public meeting until Monday March 8 2010 at 430 pm to start at 206 4th
Avenue SE and then come back to Council Chambers to make final decision

OTHER BUSINESS

Beverly Dougherty 827 Ferry Street said she was looking at replacing the garage structure that was there
at one time but she does not have six feet from the property line She is hoping to be grandfathered in to
be able to do the project Catlin shared that the LAC does not make decisions on setback issues She
encouraged her to come into the office to meet with her

CARA Project Ideas
Catlin acknowledged Urban Renewal Manager Kate Porsche She shared that Porsche and she had met
about ideas that might be eligible for Central Albany Revitalization Area CARA funding for residential
rehabilitation

Porsche distributed copies of her presentation Exhibit B She explained that the idea came up when it
was mentioned that there would be little money from the state and the possibility of CARA matching the
funding to help with rehabilitation projects within the CARA boundary

Porsche said the urban renewal plan has a number of residential components They have not been
something the board has chosen to spend a lot of money on She explained the 75000 for a pilot project
to address blighted situations and to rehabilitate homes that had been multi family and turn them back to
singlefamily homes and keep them owner occupied She noted the Vance House as a success story The
City had declared it a dangerous building and it was about to be demolished With a small amount of
money from CARA the building was saved remodeled and is now owner occupied

Porsche pointed to the last page of her handouts which listed some questions for the LAC to consider
She explained that CARAsgoals were to eliminate blight The definition of blight is broad Blight can be
depreciated value lack of investment vacant property and underutilized property or run down property

Herd recommended that the CARA take on the Bontrager property by buying it fixing it up and reselling
it to be owner occupied Porsche agreed property acquisition is on the list It has not been something the
CARA has done Other urban renewal districts buy endangered property fix it up and get it back on the
market to control what the use would be

Overman pointed out that the Vance house was very visible and can be pointed to say this is what we
have accomplished Porsche commented that some members of the CARA board had hesitation about
residential rehabilitation because it is one drop in a bucket She disagreed and pointed to the fact that
because the Vance project was successful it had a rippling effect in the neighborhood

Porsche asked the LAC if anyone had literature that shows what the ripple effect is for a single
investment Pinyerd said there were a couple Catlin recommended using some local examples also

Porsche said that the idea is not to partner with those that have not been good stewards of their homes
lack of maintenance The idea would be to get the property into the hands of a trusted owner that they
could work with for the rehabilitation ofthe home

Catlin suggested CARA consider having a set of reserve funds set aside for quick response purchases
such as the Bontrager property with the fire damage
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Catlin suggested that the LAC think about projects for CARA funding Porsche said that she is in
interested in the LACs short list of specific houses She said that if they had other ideas for enhancing the
historic districts such as signage program to let her know

Other Rnsinecs

Hult noted that the Signs of Victory Mission purchased three homes on 4th Avenue SW He said that was
a crew fixing up one house He took pictures of the house from all angles Catlin mentioned that she will
be sending a letter to them regarding the preservation regulations

Herd mentioned the Oxford house on 6th Avenue and Ferry Street had 20 people staying there Catlin said
that the Oxford house is constitutionally protected and was not sure anything could be done but she
would look into it

NEXT MEETING DATE

The next meeting of the Landmarks Advisory Board is scheduled for March 8 2010 at430 pm

ADJOURNMENT

Chair Hult adjourned the meeting at approximately 849 pm

gSubtted
by Reviewed by

Sheena Dickerman Anne Catlin

Administrative Assistant I Planner 11

UDevelopmentlPl anningWistoric120101minu tesMarch3docx



Exhibit A

March 3 2010

Landmarks Advisory Commission
City of Albany
333 Broadalbin St SW

Albany OR 97321

RE 206 4th Avenue SE File HI01 10

I received notice of the ownersrequest to use substitute materials to repair fire
damage to 206 4th Avenue SE My home is situated on the same block around the
corner on Montgomery Street

I have been working for seven years to restore our house I walk past 206 4 Avenue
regularly on my way to work the bank etc From outward appearances the owner of
2064th Avenue has not performed routine maintenance such as painting or repairs to
the building let alone make any changes to unmuddle the building The property is ill
kept Fire damaged windows and doors are not secure Only after complaining to the
Building Official did the owner clean up broken glass from the sidewalk and yard In
short this property is not a good neighbor and is not deserving of any leniency

Its clear to the casual observer that many modifications have been made to the
house over the years Replacement windows doors siding and additions extensively
muddle the character of the house The staff report factually bears this out Itsa
Cottage style skin over a Gothic Revival frame Even though the house may be rated
as historic contributing itsnot one of the houses I show to visitors

Just like getting sick forces a busy person to rest I had hoped that the fire would
force the owner to invest in unmuddling earlier changes and start the long process of
restoring the house Unfortunately the ownersrequest only proposes to use
contemporary materials to continue the same pattern of muddling

While I support the conditions of approval as better than the ownersproposal I
would be more favorable to a broader commitment to incremental actions that would
eventually restore the historic character of the house I would appreciate whatever
LAC can do to unmuddle the house

Please read this letter into the record of the public hearing

Respectfully

CJAc
Rich Catlin

424 Montgomery Street SE
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Preserve the Historic Increase residential density
Districts historic resources in the area

and existing housing in the Encourage the
area development of new forms

Create a readily of housing and home
identifiable core that is ownership
unique and vibrant with a Provide an enriching
mixture of entertainment environment and livable

housing specialty shops neighborhoods
offices and other
commercial uses



Property Acquisition Assembly

Acquire land and buildings for public
and private development purposes
and assemble sites as required to
implement Urban Renewal
objectives
Riverfront Housing Infrastructure
In partnership as needed for
housing projects extendreconstruct
streets sidewalks water sewer
storm Montgomery through Main
north of 1st

Housing Demonstration
Development of or financing for
affordable home ownership
including first time homebuyer
support Partnership opportunity

Housing Development
Pre development property
acquisition or development in
partnership for affordable housing
or mixed use May include St

Francis redevelopment Partnership
opportunity

Housing Rehabilitatio
Financing of renovation
rehabilitation of owner renter

occupied housing including upper
floor housing consistent with
Historic Preservation standards



See handout









What would LAC like to see

What will affect the most change
Whole house focus or small projects

Possibility for owner occupied
How to drive change in ownership
Other thoughts
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ALVITALRATION 4RE4

Central

Albany
Revitalization

Area

CARA

Goal
To revitalize the

Central Albany

Revitalization Area

by implementing the
Town Center Plan

developed through

the Central Albany

Land Use and

Transportation

Study CALUTS

using a citizen

driven process

How to Apply

Fill out the Residential

Forgivable Loan

application available at

City Hall or email

Kate

Describe the

work

Get bids to

document the

costs at least one
but preferably two
or three should be

included

Describe how the

project will
elitninate blight
benefit CARA

Residential Forgivable Loan Program
Summer 2008

Overview

A total of 75000 is available for low interest forgivable loans for blighted historic
single family homes within the CARA area Applicants may apply for up to 75000
in matching funds but resources are limited and process will be competitive

Applicants matching funds will be at a minimum 50 of total project
costs

Funds are in the form of a 69 loan which becomes forgivable after five
years of owner occupant in residence

Owners to provide proof of occupancy on an annual basis
If owner sells prior to the five year mark loan and interest are
prorated 20 percent per completed year as follows
Postcompletion year of occupancy to be Paid Back to CARA

01 year occupancy 100

1 2 years occupancy 80

23years occupancy 60

34 years occupancy 40

45years occupancy 20

after 5 years occupancy loan is forgiven
o CARA will obtain a lien on the property preferably in first position

but not ever below second position
Money cannot be used for work that has already been completed
Home must be significantly blighted funds are not for routine maintenance
Home must go through LAC process and approval for all exterior alterations
and meet CARAs applicable design guidelines
Projects will be evaluated against the following point system with the
Albany Revitalization Agency reserving the right for final funding decisions

Point Value Item

Scale 1 10 Severity of blight this may be considered in a couple of ways to include but
not be limited to severe structural or safety issues severe muddling of
historic features home is threatened

5 home is a IIistoric Contributing Resource
5 Homc was originally single family now used as multi family and will be

converted back to single family
20 TOTAL POINTS POSSIBIF

Deadline

Applications must be received by 500 pm Friday August 8 2008 to be eligible
for consideration

Review

Projects will be reviewed against the point system and merits of project will be
considered first by staff then by the CARA Advisory Board at their Wednesday
August 20 2008 meeting which will be at 515 pm in the Council Chambers at City
Hall As an applicant you will need to attend this meeting to briefly review your plan
and be available for any questions the Advisory Board may have

Got Questions Need More Information
Contact Kate Porsche at 541 497 6228 or emailkateporschecityofalbanynet

For more information contact Kate Porsche Urban Renewal Manager City of Albany
333 Broadalbin Street SW Albany Oregon 97321

541 4976228 Office 541 9711506 Cell
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